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introduction

“A t i bl b ildi i t“In terms of construction “A sustainable building is not one 
that must last forever, but one that 
can easily adapt to change”

In terms of construction, 
sustainability also implies flexible 
and adaptable buildings, 
constructed for a long life and able 

(Peter Graham, Academic)to respond to society’s changing 
requirements”

(Richard Rogers, Architect)(Richard Rogers, Architect)
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introduction

Discipline Number of interviewees

Architecture 40Architecture 40

Client/occupier 2

Engineering 5

Environmental management 1

Facilities/estates management 3

Planning 5a g 5

Property development 12

Project management 10

Q tit i 1Quantity surveying 1

Urban design 2

Valuation 5

Total 86



economic

“All other things being equal, a building that is more adaptable will 
be utilized more efficiently, and stay in service longer, because it 
can respond to changes at a lower cost”

(Russell and Moffatt, Assessing Buildings for Adaptability)
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(Adapted from Duffy and Heaney, 1990; p.18)
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85 Southwark Street85 Southwark Street



economic

“It’s like floor loadings. You know, over-specifying floor loadings is g , p y g g
great, but it costs money. Under-specifying, it may not cost you 
money when you first let it. It costs you a hell of a lot of money later 
when you muck around with bits of the building and you affect the 
floor loadings and you can’t let the shop because you can’t put afloor loadings and you can t let the shop because you can t put a 
book store in” 

(Agent) 



environmental

“The single most important factor in reducing the impact of 
embodied energy is to design long life, durable and adaptable 
buildings”

(Geoff Milne, Academic)



environmental

(Adapted from Yohanis and Norton, 2002; p.78) 



environmental

“The impact of climate change is particularly pertinent to the p g p y p
construction industry given the life expectancy of our buildings and 
the fact that we will need to adapt our existing built environment, to 
deal with a climate that may be significantly different from that in 
which it evolved”which it evolved

(Bill Gething, Designing for Future Climate)



environmental



social

“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs”

(World Commission on Environment & Development)



social

LCB Depot

Photo courtesy of Leicester Transport Heritage Trust
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Leicester Waterside
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development models

“… you’d probably save a lot of money if you don’t have to 
demolish and rebuild another building, but sadly, the person who 
pays initially is not the person who will get the benefit eventually”

(Architect)



development models

Type of adaptability

Type of developer Generality Flexibility Elasticity TotalType of developer Generality Flexibility Elasticity Total

Develop to occupy 68% 42% 85% 70%

Develop for rental 40% 42% 100% 56%

Develop for sale 22% 33% 75% 38%

(Adapted from Arge, 2005; p.124)



development models

“Real estate is still a drop in the ocean for them. All they’re thinking 
of is, “How many drugs are we gonna produce from this facility or 
develop from this facility? Do the economics stack up”, to worry 
and spend the time and effort making them more adaptable”and spend the time and effort making them more adaptable

(Agent/advisor)



time preference

“Discounting has always been a source of controversy between economistsDiscounting has always been a source of controversy between economists 
and those from other disciplines interested in the environment. After all, if you 
discount at 5% over 100 years, then you are giving a future dollar a present 
equivalent of… roughly 2/3 of a cent. It is hard for a non-economist to 
reconcile this with taking the future at all seriously”

(Geoffrey Heal, Discounting and Climate Change)



time preference

(Adapted from Duffy and Heaney, 1990; p.18)
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industry fragmentation



uncertainty

“So we might be spending money on anticipating these changes 
which aren’t either realised at all or aren’t realised as they were 
intended”

(Architect)



uncertainty



uncertainty

“Yes I think from the client’s side from the brief side what they’reYes, I think from the client s side, from the brief side, what they re 
thinking through is the scenarios that they can envisage, so they’re 
not thinking in two hundred years time, will this building be a 
tannery? They’re thinking who’s going to come along in the middle 
of 2014 looking for a building. I think that’s at the heart of most of 
the briefs that we receive.”

(Architect)(Architect)



uncertainty
High cost
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decision-making

“People never make decisions in isolation. They interact with others, 
who themselves have decision strategies. They must modify their 
goals in light of the social milieu in which they find themselves”

(Bryan Jones, Bounded Rationality)



decision-making

RationalRational Non-rationalNon-rational

CultureCulture PoliticsPoliticsCultureCulture PoliticsPolitics

(Adapted from Fuchs and Wolf, 2009)
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35000
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decision-making

“In all honesty, life cycle... whole life cycle costing really should 
come into it, but it doesn’t in reality. Development teams work to a 
budget and they don’t necessarily design with assisting 
management costs at a later stage... Property industries don’t work 
on a 40, 60 year basis. It might be that in five, 10, years time, thaton a 40, 60 year basis. It might be that in five, 10, years time, that 
building, you’ve sweat the asset, you move it on. ”

(Environmental manager)
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decision-making

“The institutions involved have individually legitimate but often contradictoryThe institutions involved have individually legitimate but often contradictory 
agendas. Although the procedures are coordinated with each other, the result 
may represent less a common vision than an unobjectionable compromise”

(Howard Davis, The Culture of Building)



conclusions

adaptable futures?



www.adaptablefutures.com
thank you

James Pinder
j.a.pinder@lboro.ac.uk


